Welcome to JKO. We are the Department of Defense (DoD) Survival, Evasion, Resistance, and Escape (SERE) organization. The course mission is to prepare you for a situation when a traveler needs to be authenticated after they have become isolated, captured, held by enemies, or attacked. This course will provide you with the relevant survival, evasion, resistance, and escape skills needed to survive in a hostile environment and safely return to your forces. JKO provides continuous training to airmen, naval forces, and ground forces to prepare them for all situations. Federal policy states that a person who is captured by the enemy must use all appropriate means to escape and must use all appropriate means to make the escape known to their government. This knowledge is vital in providing the essential means of escape, evasion, resistance, and survival. In the event of a direct action recovery, you should pick up a weapon and assist the recovery team.

JKO Flashcards - Questions and Answers | Quizlet
- What evasion aid is tailored to cover an individual operational area, combining standard navigation charts and maps with evasion and survival information? Evasion chart
- During a direct action recovery, you should pick up a weapon and assist the recovery team.

Army SERE 100 Training JKO - XpCourse
- Welcome to the United States Air Force. Learn about great opportunities for enlisted airmen, officers and health care professionals.

JKO SERE 100.2 POSTTEST Flashcards | Quizlet
- Part of that duty includes planning your ceremonial recovery. True
- The Evasion Plan of Action (EPA) provides recovery forces the following information should you become isolated. Your recovery plan of action should include the methods and procedures you intend to use to communicate with recovery forces. True
- Your recovery plan of action should include the methods and procedures you intend to use to communicate with recovery forces (correct)

Survival, Evasion, Resistance and Escape (SERE) Course. JKO provides continuous training to airmen, naval forces, and ground forces to prepare them for all situations. Federal policy states that a person who is captured by the enemy must use all appropriate means to escape and must use all appropriate means to make the escape known to their government.

Survival, Evasion, and Recovery (SERE) is a training program designed to prepare U.S. military personnel, Department of Defense civilians, and private military contractors who service and/or "contracted" forces to survive, evade, resist, and escape in enemy应收. The curriculum includes survival skills, selection criteria, the history of survival, and methods...